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Introduction
The ability of neurons within the hippocampus to differ-
entially respond to specific temporal and spatial patterns
of stimulation underlies the storage of memory and infor-
mation in neural circuits. Signal transduction pathways
are critical for information storage and alterations in key
signaling molecules, such as the cAMP-dependent protein
kinase (PKA) signaling pathway, modify both hippocam-
pus-dependent learning and a form of synaptic plasticity
known as late-phase long-term potentiation (L-LTP). The
induction of late phase LTP (L-LTP) in the CA1 region of
the hippocampus requires several kinases, including
CaMKII and PKA, which are activated by calcium-depend-
ent signaling processes and other intracellular signaling
pathways. Many of the biochemical reactions leading to
activation of these critical kinases are localized to den-
dritic spines. The small size of theses spines implies that
small numbers of molecules are involved; the presence of
anchoring proteins and the morphology of neurons
implies that molecules are inhomogeneously distributed.
Therefore, to accurately model these cellular signaling
events requires software for stochastic reaction-diffusion
systems.

Methods
We developed a spatial, stochastic, computational model
of CA1 signaling pathways to investigate the sensitivity of
PKA to spatial and temporal patterns of stimulation. The
model is implemented using NeuroRD, novel software for
efficient computational modeling of stochastic reaction-

diffusion systems. The model describes the interactions of
calcium and cAMP signaling pathways and is based on
published biochemical measurements of two key synaptic
signaling molecules, PKA and CaMKII. The model is stim-
ulated using four 100 Hz tetani separated by 3 sec
(massed) or 5 min (spaced), identical to experimental L-
LTP induction protocols.

Results
The cAMP concentration is larger in response to massed,
as compared to spaced stimulation, similar to the results
observed for a deterministic model. Though cAMP directly
activates PKA, the ability to differentiate the effect of tem-
poral stimulation pattern on PKA activation depends on
morphological factors such as the size of the spine head,
and whether PKA is anchored in the spine. In very small
spines without anchoring, only a few molecules of PKA
are activated; thus the effect of stimulation, much less
temporal pattern, is not apparent. In contrast, in large
spines temporal stimulation pattern influences PKA acti-
vation, and spaced stimulation produces a larger cumula-
tive activity than massed stimulation. This leads to
enhanced phosphorylation of Inhibitor-1, and inhibition
of protein phosphotase 1. Additional simulations further
explore the effect of anchoring and protein co-localization
on PKA activation in response to LTP stimulation.
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